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When we realized that students are away from schools for so long, the chances of students losing interest in

learning might increase. In view of this we introduced community intervention program called Sikshana@home

with the core objective of reaching students at their door steps, help them engage in continued learning

process even when the schools were closed. I personally thank all field mentors who continued to visit the

community everyday despite the health emergencies to support students to engage in learning process. 

Education is always our core focus, while the health emergency nationwide also gave avenue for us in helping

state government setting up COVID war rooms and develop ASHA app for tracking health status among the

community members. We were also fortunate to get support from Narayana Health Doctors who trained our

entire staff of COVID appropriate behaviors and also to download knowledge at the community level. 

Though the year 2020 was the toughest year, it also opened up newer opportunities. Thanks to all the donors

who continued to support us during this period of uncertainty in achieving the expected result

The year 2020 started with immense hardships due to the pandemic, however our

efforts towards engaging children and the community continued even during the tough

times. As the pandemic was something which was never predicted, we had to change

our strategy and methodologies without deviating from our core vision and mission

statement.
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Our Values

Vision

Evolve sustainable & replicable models for an effective & decentralized Govt. school system.

Mission

1. Synergize with the Government at all levels

2. Share and transfer knowledge

3. Design and implement student centric learning experiences for the Govt. Schools

History

Sikshana Foundation was started in 2003 by a small group of professionals with a common cause that is,

improving the state of public education in the country. This small group has since been strengthened by the

induction of other like-minded persons and the varied and diverse expertise they have brought with them. Since

inception Sikshana has been working on developing Scalable, Sustainable & replicable Models for enhancing

the learning levels delivered by Govt. Schools of India. 

Over the last 17 years Sikshana have been working on creating mechanisms to improve the Quality of Education

delivered by the Public Schools System in India. The focus has been to use motivation as a catalyst to maximize

the usage of the existing resources in the ecosystem



The outbreak of COVID19 has impacted the education system resulting in the

long closure of schools. The prevailing circumstances have redefined the

way the children learn. The digital transformation in the learning system din't

support government school students due to their socio-economic conditions.

In these circumstances online learning for Government school students was

the biggest challenge.

Sikshana@Home was designed to catering to the learning needs of students

when the schools are closed. Under Sikshana@Home we designed grade

minus one and foundation self-learning materials to enable continuity of

learning for children (across subjects). This help them in retaining the basic

concepts with minimal dependency on school/teachers (given the fact that

they are likely to get minimal support if the schools don’t open). Additionally

project planners were provided through which they we given exposure on

21st century skills.
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We extended our technical assistance to set up COVID war room to effectively manage COVID cases in

Ramanagar Dist. The foundation has in addition leveraged its deep roots within the community to mobilize

volunteers for managing the Apthamitra helpline an initiative from Government of Karnataka.

We collaborated with Doctors from Narayana Health, Bengaluru in spreading awareness on COVID19 safety

measures in the community

We Enabled ASHA workers to capture the key information on keeping track and regular follow-up on health

status of the members in the village in Ramanagar Grama Panchayat, Karnataka.

Following the pandemic and nationwide lockdown, we took initiative to provide food to underprivileged who

have been the most affected during the lockdown. Youth from the community joined hands in identifying the

needy and helped in distribution of ration kits and involved in conducing the health awareness program and

educating the community members on appropriate behaviours to avoid the risk of spreading COVID19
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Collaborated with Government of Karnataka to implement Prerana 2.0 program statewide. The program was inaugurated by Sri

Suresh Kumar, Honorable Education Minister, GoK on 23rd November 2020. The purpose of these modules was to provide access to

learning inputs for students based on their learning levels in Arithmetic. Additionally, Project Planners were provided for students to

work on curriculum aligned projects related WASH practices (Water Sanitation and Hygiene). Through this, students also got

exposure to essential 21st century skills. This partnership with GoK leveraged the Vidyagama program (a initiative of GoK) and

provided access to self learning inputs for 18 lakh government students at their door step. 

Key Milestone

Collaborated with Government of Telangana to implement

Sikshana@Home program to support 1.5 lakh government

students by providing access to self learning inputs to

address their learning needs during the pandemic. Through

this initiative students got access to learning inputs and

were engaged in learning process.

Collaborated with Government of Puducherry to

implement Sikshana@Home program to support 25,000

government students with self learning inputs in Tamil,

Telugu and English to address their learning needs

during the pandemic. 

Beneficiary Government Schools:

Yanam, Karaikal and Puducherry  
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